Directions to UCLA

» From the 405 freeway: Exit at Sunset Blvd. and head east approximately 2 miles and turn right (south) at Westwood Plaza. Proceed straight ahead to the ramp leading underground to the Parking and Information Kiosk within Parking Structure 4 (P4) and the adjacent metered Pay-Per-Space parking area (P4 Janss). Park in any non-blue or reserved parking space.

Take the elevator or stairs up to the ground level. Follow the south walk towards UCLA Anderson entrances from the parking structure.

» To claim a preapproved reservation for Parking Structure 4 (P4): Announce yourself to the Kiosk staff as you have been advised by your Anderson host. Park in a location consistent with the permit type (yellow or blue). You may not park in Blue X or handicapped stalls without a permit for same. After you've parked, take the stairs or elevator to the ground level, and enter the complex from Building A (Collins Center), Building B (Gold Hall), or C Building (Entrepreneurs Hall).

» To claim a preapproved reservation for Parking Structure 5 (P5): Proceed to the parking kiosk attendant at Parking structure 4 and announce yourself to the Kiosk staff as you have been advised by your Anderson host. Once the kiosk attendant has given you the permit for P5 exit Structure 4, return to Sunset, and turn right on Royce Drive to access Structure 5. Structure 5 has 6 levels. At the crest of the hill (at the stop sign) turn right for “blue” levels 4 & 5. Proceed straight down the hill for “yellow” levels 6, 3, 2, and 1. The permit given you at the Kiosk will lift the gate arm to allow vehicle entry. Direct access into the Anderson School of Management is from level 4 of P5.